Pens Down, Stop Writing Please

At last! The Quiet Please, Exams In Progress signs have come down, put away for another school year. The final GCSE and A level papers have been completed, put into envelopes and sent off to be marked by the powers that be. The students have worked so hard to get to this point, and now they have got the rest of the summer stretching ahead of them.

Next year's Year 7s had sight of some new beginnings too, as today they had their Induction Day in the Senior School and got to know their classmates, met some of the teachers, and explored their new habitat. By the end of the day their minds were fizzing with curious new names and information, wondering if they'd ever remember the best route from the Library to the Biology labs, but by October half term I can promise they'll all be old hands, taking short cuts, inventing new nicknames and laughing as they walk arm-in-arm to lunch.